
Teach your craft with Assembly!

Assembly, a local craft company hosting fun and high-quality modern craft and DIY workshops
and events, is hiring Teaching Artists.

A Teaching Artist is a friendly and outgoing local maker that is looking to supplement their
income by integrating their unique skills, perspectives, and expertise into an engaging
hands-on learning experience for adult (ages 16+) audiences.

We’re currently looking to offer new workshops in the following areas:

★ Leatherworking
★ Stained glass
★ Fabric dyeing
★ Jewelry making
★ Drawing
★ Marbling
★ Mosaics
★ Printmaking
★ Food/drink related:  pickling, cheese-making, cookie decorating, DIY kombucha, cider

Feel free to propose workshops not listed here as trends and our needs are always changing!

Assembly workshops are:

★ fun, relaxed (we serve drinks!), and designed for true beginners to build skills and
achieve success with a project within two or three hours

★ focused on modern 'on-trend' craft and DIY projects and materials
★ affordable, workshops usually range from $45-55
★ appropriate for larger groups, ranging from 12-20 students, to create a social

environment

While we have a high standard for the quality of the workshops that Assembly offers, previous
teaching experience is not necessarily required to join our community. Teaching Artists must
be strong communicators that are open to collaboration, feedback, and adjusting their class to
suit the Assembly audience.

We host both public and private in-person workshops at the Assembly studio and go off-site
for private events of all sizes. Our typical schedule includes weekday evenings and weekend
mornings and afternoons and private events are often scheduled on weekday afternoons.
Currently our focus is on in-person experiences, but opportunities to teach virtually may be
available as well.

This opportunity is a contract position and if the workshop proved to be successful it would
likely be scheduled to occur at least monthly on an on-going basis.

Pay rate: $50 / teaching hour

To apply, please complete the form located at: https://assemblypdx.com/pages/work-with-us
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